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ПРОГРАММНЫЙ КОМИТЕТ: 
 

Молчанова Галина Георгиевна (председатель) – д.ф.н., профессор, декан 
факультета иностранных языков и регионоведения, зав. кафедрой лингвистики, 
перевода и межкультурной коммуникации факультета иностранных языков и 
регионоведения МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова.  
Тер-Минасова Светлана Григорьевна – д.ф.н., профессор, президент факультета 
иностранных языков и регионоведения, зав. кафедрой теории преподавания 
иностранных языков факультета иностранных языков и регионоведения МГУ 
имени М.В. Ломоносова. 
Левицкий Андрей Эдуардович – д.ф.н., профессор, зам. декана по научной работе 
факультета иностранных языков и регионоведения МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова 
Полубиченко Лидия Валериановна – д.ф.н., профессор, зав. кафедрой 
английского языка для естественных факультетов факультета иностранных языков 
и регионоведения МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова. 
Демчук Артур Леонович – к.ф.н., доцент, зам. декана по научной работе 
факультета политологии МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова. 
Каневский Павел Сергеевич – к.п.н., доцент, зам. декана по научной работе 
социологического факультета МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова. 
Козырев Алексей Павлович – к.ф.н., доцент, зам. декана по научной работе 
философского факультета МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова. 
Кочетова Мария Германовна – к.ф.н., доцент, зав. кафедрой английского языка 
для гуманитарных факультетов факультета иностранных языков и регионоведения 
МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова. 
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Кочетова Мария Германовна (председатель) – к.ф.н., доцент, зав. кафедрой 
английского языка для гуманитарных факультетов факультета иностранных языков 
и регионоведения МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова. 
Перцев Евгений Михайлович – к.ф.н., доцент кафедры английского языка для 
гуманитарных факультетов факультета иностранных языков и регионоведения 
МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова.  
Рассошенко Жаннетта Викторовна – старший преподаватель кафедры 
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и регионоведения МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова. 
Сергиенко Полина Игоревна – к.ф.н., преподаватель кафедры английского языка 
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МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова. 
Шмараева Анастасия Александровна – преподаватель кафедры английского 
языка для гуманитарных факультетов факультета иностранных языков и 
регионоведения МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова. 
Яковлева Ирина Олеговна – старший преподаватель кафедры английского языка 
для гуманитарных факультетов факультета иностранных языков и регионоведения 
МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова. 
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ФАКУЛЬТЕТ ИНОСТРАННЫХ ЯЗЫКОВ И 
РЕГИОНОВЕДЕНИЯ 

 
ПЛЕНАРНОЕ ЗАСЕДАНИЕ 

20 марта 2019 г. 13.00 – 16.00 ФИЯР,  
Ленинские горы, д. 1 корп. 13-14, Ауд. 241 

 
Руководитель: Кочетова М.Г. 

 
Mitchell-Fox Kathleen Lillian/ Митчелл-Фокс Кейтлин Лиллиан  
Faculty of Modern and Medieval Languages, Cambridge/ Факультет современных и 
средневековых языков, Кеймбридж 
The welfare state in modern Britain/ Государство всеобщего благоденствия в 
современной Великобритании 
‘From cradle to grave’. Created in the years after the Second World War, the NHS is 
considered the heart of the British welfare state. It provides free medical care to all those 
in need. Other aspects of the welfare state include school meals, minimum wages and 
social security. As such, the welfare state is credited with being the backbone of modern 
Britain and yet its position in British society has become increasingly precarious over the 
past decade. Not only has the government moved towards the privatisation of these 
services, but also the very terms of life under the welfare state have changed. 
 
Roxanne Petra Alexandra Elson/ Роксанна Петра Александра Элсон  
The University of Leeds/ Университет г. Лидс, Великобритания 
British political parties today and how they have changed from their historical 
roots/ Британские политические партии: современное состояние и 
историческая эволюция  
The main political parties within the political sphere of the UK have been around for 
many years, their rhetoric and political alignments changing throughout history. This talk 
will focus on the two main political Parties, Labour and Conservative, showing how both 
have changed throughout history to meet the demands of the times they are working in, 
and to analyse how different each is from their historical roots. 
 
Kozubov Artem/ Козубов Артем 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
The phenomenon of fake news being used as a political weapon/ Поддельные 
новости как политическое оружие 
Increased media polarisation on both sides of the political spectrum has created a crisis of 
belief in objective truth, resulting in an unprecedented erosion of confidence in American 
institutions. As a result, this could have a major impact on Western democracy's future. 
People are struggling to distinguish actual facts from fake news, which in turn causes a 
collapse of trust as institutions in the media and government. This perpetuates a climate 
of instability and a lack of rational discourse necessary to solve some of the biggest 
problems facing the country. 
 
Lukashova Anna/ Лукашова Анна  
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
The Gaelic language: dead or still breathing? A case study of the Irish national 
language as a factor in identity/ Гэльский язык: уже мертвый или еще живой? 
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Анализ функционирования Ирландского национального языка как фактора 
идентичности 
The report is aimed at the deep and consistent review of the Gaelic language as a national 
one and its role in daily lives of common Irish. This study is based on the role of the Irish 
national language in the socio-cultural context of Ireland.  
The purpose of this research is to identify the historical context of the development and 
preservation of the Irish national language and to analyse its relevance in Ireland from 
legal and socio-cultural points of view. Moreover, one of the main tasks of the author is 
to present and analyse the statistical data through which it becomes possible to define the 
mass use or disuse of the language. Therefore, the scientific and practical relevance of 
this work is substantiated with the consideration of interviews conducted personally by 
the author with the Irish people – native speakers of Gaelic. 
 
Mitrofanova Anastasia/ Митрофанова Анастасия  
Faculty of Foreign Languages and Area Studies/ Факультет иностранных языков и 
регионоведения МГУ имени М.В. Ломоносова) 
Emotional intelligence studies in the UK, the USA and Russia/ Исследования 
эмоционального интеллекта в России, США и Великобритании 
The presentation focuses on the concept of EQ in the area of language teaching. 
Considerable attention has been given to the studies of teachers’ EQ, only few of them 
were performed in the Russian educational context. The presentation compares the ways 
and the extent of work that is done in the USA, the UK and Russia to develop the EI 
skills of language teachers. The research has shown that there is a wide range of private 
EI development programmes for teachers in the USA; however, the only course for the 
language teachers was found in the UK. As for Russia, only one EI development 
programme for teachers has been found.  
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ФИЛОСОФСКИЙ ФАКУЛЬТЕТ 

Шуваловский корпус, 18 марта, ауд. Г-510 
 

Секция «Великобритания» 9:00-10:30 
Ведущий: Лоскутников Данила 

 
Bobkova Vasilisa/ Бобкова Василиса 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The importance of William Blake’s philosophical ideas today/ Актуальность 
философских идей Уильяма Блейка сегодня 
It will be difficult to overestimate the influence that William Blake exercised on English 
literature in general and on philosophical ideas of his time in particular. As any genius, he 
touches upon such universal issues as life and death, love and hatred, freedom and order. 
His poems are permeated with such philosophical themes as the immortality of the soul, 
the power of love, man and his place in the world. So deep his philosophical ideas are 
that he is considered to be one of the predecessors of C.Jung and S.Freud. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Мурза Александра Борисовна 
 
Grebenyuk Pavel/ Гребенюк Павел 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
Radical sacrifice and Сhristian narratives in Oscar Wilde’s «The Fisherman and his 
soul»/ Радикальная жертва и христианские нарративы в сказке Оскара 
Уайльд «Рыбак и его душа» 
This report is set to examine several points, associated with the artistic representation and 
Сhristian narratives of Oscar Wilde’s heritage, with regard to several researched texts. 
Furthermore, a short comparative analysis of Oscar Wilde’s “The Fisherman and his 
soul”, and passages in Heinrich Heine’s “Atta Troll”, are meant to be a profound part of 
the conducted study. The central argument of the fairy tale is that the fisherman’s wish to 
lose his soul has created both new possibilities and new dilemmas, and these 
contradictions cannot be reconciled or solved. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Перцев Евгений Михайлович. 
 
Karakhanyan Mariam, Kovalevsky Ivan/ Караханян Мариам, Ковалевский Иван 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The difference between the UK, Britain, Great Britain and the British Isles/ 
Проблема различия Соединенного Королевства, Британии, Великобритании и 
Британских островов 
This report aims to identify social and cultural differences between these areas, 
concentrating on geographical and ethnical origins as well as on various forms of 
development, which resulted in the appearance of social and cultural problems. A few 
examples will show how these problems arose and how they are solved, with a view to 
reconciling differences. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Мурза Александра Борисовна 
 
Kiprushkina Maria Olegovna/ Кипрушкина Мария 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The influence of the Black Death on the worldview of medieval England/ Влияние 
«черной смерти» на мировоззрение средневековой Англии 
The Black Death raged in England from 1665 to 1666. The consequences were terrible. 
The epidemic covered the whole country and especially the capital - London. Was this a 
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curse or a terrible warning from God? This report approaches this natural phenomenon 
through a system of philosophical aspects: man in the world of things and symbols; man 
and the other; man and death; man and God. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Егорова Елена Геннадьевна. 
 
Nikolaeva Ekaterina/ Николаева Екатерина 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The Beatles as the founders of the ‘British invasion’ and its influence on modern 
culture and the global community/ Группа Битлз как основоположник 
британского вторжения и ее влияние на современную культуру и мировое 
сообщество 
The report considers the British cultural phenomenon of the Beatles, the group’s history 
and its influence on many areas of society. The Liverpool-born quartet changed the minds 
of young people in the 1960s by publicly criticising racism in the USA and American 
aggression in Vietnam. In fact, their opposition to hostilities served as the beginning of 
the rise of the ‘hippies’ and led to the «beat generation». The report also explores 
contemporary musicians and other cultural figures who began their careers under the 
influence of the Beatles. 
Консультант по английскому языку:  Шмараева Анастасия Александровна 
 
Julia Tskhomariia/ Юлия Цхомария 
Faculty of Philosophy /Философский факультет 
Sherlock Holmes as a national hero within England/ Шерлок Холмс как 
национальный герой Англии 
Sherlock Holmes is one of the most famous characters in England. Written many years 
ago, stories about him still enjoy great success. There were no cases he could not solve. 
This report is an analysis of Sherlock Holmes’ new hard and dangerous case, which he 
solved by relying on his sensitive mind and the knowledge of world history. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Литвинова Евгения Николаевна 
 
Anishchenko Tatiana/ Анищенко Татьяна  
Faculty of рhilosophy/ Философский факультет 
The origins and specific features of Pre-Raphaelite Art/ Истоки и особенности 
живописи Прерафаэлитов 
The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood (PRB) brought notoriety to British art in the nineteenth 
century. Bursting into the spotlight in the mid-century, they shocked their contemporaries 
with new kinds of radical art. This report explores the origins of the Brotherhood, its 
great achievements and the influence it exerted on subsequent artists. For many people 
the idea of Pre-Raphaelite art is formed by images of beautiful women with long, luscious 
hair, but the Brotherhood’s early work was very different from these later works. The 
first paintings controversially apply the new realism to Gospel subjects. Then, a decade 
before the French impressionism, their brushes captured unattractive subjects from urban 
life. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Мурза Александра Борисовна 
 

10:45-12:15 
Ауд. Г-510 

 
Ведущий: Тиханкин Максим 

 
Gummel Valeria/ Гуммель Валерия 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
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Stereotypes about the British: are they really justified?/ Стереотипы о британцах: 
насколько они верны? 
Many of us know British people through English lessons at school or teachers’ stories. 
But how true are these images? The aim of this report is to demonstrate the extent to 
which the prevailing ideas about the inhabitants of the UK coincide with reality. What are 
they really like? 
Консультант по английскому языку: Перцев Евгений Михайлович 
 
Solovieva Anastasia/ Соловьева Анастасия 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes; The impact this has had on the culture of European 
societies/ «Русские сезоны» Дягилева: влияние русского искусства на 
европейскую культуру 
The purpose of the study is to examine how the ballet enterprise was created by the 
Russian impresario Sergey Diaghilev and the way it became a phenomenon of artistic 
synthesis.  Picasso, Matisse and Coco Chanel took an active part in preparing the sets, 
whereas Stravinsky, Satie, Prokofiev and Debussy created music. This report puts an 
emphasis on how and why Diaghilev’s seasons had a great influence on  European 
cultural life (particularly, in Britain and France). 
Консультант по английскому языку: Шмараева Анастасия Александровна. 
 
Kovaleva Alena/ Ковалева Алена 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The “Russes seasons” by Sergei Diaghilev; Aspects of art/ «Русские сезоны» 
Дягилева: аспекты изобразительного искусства 
S. Diaghilev saw his task as that of introducing the beauty of Russian art to European 
countries. The report lays the focus on particular artistic features which contributed to the 
success of Diaghilev’s “Russes seasons” pointing out the role which Nizhinsky, Lifar, 
Roerich, Bakst and other outstanding artists, composers and ballet dancers played in these 
performances. The performances themselves differed from those to which the general 
public was accustomed. That is why they won the admiration and recognition of the 
theatre-going public. 
Консультант по английскому языку:  Бережных Елена Юрьевна 
 
Kopnev Kirill/ Копнев Кирилл 
Faculty of philosophy / Философский факультет  
Medieval philosophy of England; A new approach/ Средневековая философия 
Англии: новый подход 
Medieval philosophy is usually excluded from the history of philosophy. It seems that 
between the Ancient Greeks and Early Modern philosophers (as Descartes, for example) 
was ‘the Dark Ages’ and philosophy itself was theology. This report will try to lift the veil 
of ignorance about Medieval English philosophy and to find new philosophical search 
strategies in the old theories. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Литвинова Евгения Николаевна  
 
Medyanova Ekaterina/ Медянова Екатерина 
Faculty of philosophy/Философский факультет 
Modern communication strategies: the role of public relations in British publishing 
houses/ Современные коммуникационные стратегии: связи с общественностью 
в издательском бизнесе Великобритании 
The activity of publishing houses is a significant part of commerce in any country, which 
strives not only to satisfy consumers’ needs and wants but also to make a profit. 
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Nowadays publishers have to survive in a changing competitive environment and fight 
against the decrease in the activity level of consumers. Therefore, the role of effective 
communications policy is growing. The UK is one of the world’s largest exporters of 
books. This report analyses some trends and prospects of Britain’s publishing market.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Шмараева Анастасия Александровна. 
 
Triller Anastasia/ Триллер Анастасия 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет  
The integration of people with disabilities into society (a case study of the USA and 
India)/ Интеграция людей с ограниченными возможностями в общество (на 
примере США и Индии) 
The problem of organizing a full life for disabled people is relevant and topical for the 
modern world. This integration is aimed at establishing and restoring the links lost by 
such people in society, at their inclusion in work, life and leisure, at overcoming 
isolation. The report considers this theme from historical, ethical and social perspectives 
and investigates the status of this problem in India and the USA. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Перцев Евгений Михайлович  
 

 
Секция «США» 

21 марта 9:00-10:30 
Ауд. Е-359 

 
Ведущий: Караханян Мариам 

 
Glebova Varvara, Statenko Yulia/ Глебова Варвара, Статенко Юлия 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The role of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in promoting cultural contacts with 
Russia/ Роль Музея современного искусства Метрополитен в расширении 
культурных связей с Россией 
For many years the Metropolitan Museum of Art has maintained cultural ties with a 
number of museums in Russia. This report provides a few facts of this cooperation that 
has contributed much to the enrichment of both cultures. Cultural exchanges are 
particularly important now that political relations between the two countries leave much 
to be desired. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Мурза Александра Борисовна 
 
Zharova Kseniya/ Жарова Ксения 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s contribution to the history of the development of the 
musical/ Вклад Эндрю Ллойд Уэббера в историю развития мьюзикла 
The musical has become a very popular trend in art. Everybody knows well-known 
musicals, such as “Jesus Christ Superstar” and “The Phantom of the Opera”. The 
composer of both of these musicals is Andrew Lloyd Webber. He has created his own 
world. His masterpieces are acknowledged by connoisseurs of classical music, and the 
most famous singers sing his songs.  
Ведущий преподаватель: Литвинова Евгения Николаевна 
 
Melnikov Nikita and Zyurkalova Daria/ Мельников Никита и Зюркалова Дарья 
Faculty of Philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The influence of philosophers on the policies of Barack Obama/ Влияние 
философов на политику Барака Обамы 
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The forty-fourth President of the United States, Barack Obama, has left a deep mark on 
the public life of America. Whether his political decisions were rejected or supported, 
they did not leave anyone indifferent: his primary health care reform or “Obama care” is 
a prominent example of that. Behind all changes there was painstaking work on his world 
outlook. Obama has read a lot: the philosophical works of fellow American citizens were 
very important to him. Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, Paul Tillich were those 
thinkers who influenced his decisions a lot. Barack Obama placed emphasis on the works 
of the “Founding fathers”, as well as the American theological tradition, which became 
the general trend of Obama’s liberal course. We are going to underline and clarify this 
theme. 
Консультант по английскому языку:  Бережных Елена Юрьевна 
 
Konstantin Naskidashvili/ Константин Наскидашвили 
Faculty of Philosophy/ Философский факультет  
Freedom of speech in the United States of America/ Свобода слова в Соединённых 
Штатах Америки 
The United States of America proclaims complete freedom of speech for people. 
However, it is not quite true. Freedom of speech has always been the subject of growing 
concern, with different opinions about the real-life applications of this right. The report 
tries to compare the phenomenon of freedom of speech in the United States with similar 
phenomena in other countries.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Литвинова Евгения Николаевна 
 
Nechayev Andrey/ Нечаев Андрей 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет  
The life and cultural heritage of Eva Arnold/ Жизнь и культурное наследие Евы 
Арнольд  
Eve Arnold was an American photojournalist. She was the first woman who joined the 
biggest «Magnum Photos» agency in 1951. Eva Arnold is best-known for photographing 
many outstanding American personalities and as the person who paved the way for 
women in professional photojournalism. The importance of her work lies in the fact that 
she managed to express the spirit of American life as well as typical features of the 
American character. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Перцев Евгений Михайлович 
 
Pantuev Petr/ Пантуев Петр 
Faculty of рhilosophy/ Философский факультет 
Russian people on the West Coast of the United States; Features of life in a foreign 
culture/ Русские на западном побережье США: особенности жизни в другой 
культуре 
It is usually assumed that the relocation from one’s native country to another is not that 
hard, except in the material sense. However, life in a foreign culture has a lot of specific 
aspects. It includes changes to familial, linguistic, religious, professional and many other 
relationships. The way to work out the problem of self-identification lies in the 
examination of previous stories of relocation and in finding the fundamental basis of self-
existence. This report highlights some issues in this sphere and tries to propose possible 
solutions. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Мурза Александра Борисовна 
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21 марта 
10.45-12.15 Ауд. Е-359 

 
Ведущий: Богомолова Алиса 

 
Odintsov Pavel/ Одинцов Павел 
 Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
Hegel’s reception in American philosophy: Catherine Malabou and the concept of 
“plasticity”/ Рецепция Гегеля в американской философии: Кэтрин Малабу и 
концепт «пластичности» 
Hegel is known to be one of the most important figures in the history of philosophy. 
Although he was severely criticized throughout the XIXth and XXth centuries Hegel still 
influences present-day thought. In this respect what seems to be even more exciting is 
that some modern thinkers try to connect Hegel’s conceptual apparatus with  recent 
scientific discoveries, and neuroscience is no exception. For example, Catherine 
Malabou, a philosopher and a specialist in neuroscience, strives to apply Hegel’s concept 
of “plasticity” to the activities of human brain. My report is supposed to examine some 
problems of and perspectives on this project. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Мурза Александра Борисовна 
 
Paramonov Danila/ Парамонов Данила 
Faculty of philosophy /Философский факультет  
An analysis of the lyrics of the “Songs of the Year”, according to the Grammy’s, 
through the decades/ Лирика песен года по версии Грэмми сквозь десятилетия 
As we all know, time never stands still. That is why many things change in its stream. So 
do the lyrics of songs. However, do they progress or regress? Do they become more 
complex and meaningful? Or do they become plainer and reduced to a couple of simple 
phrases? Answering these questions is not as easy as it might seem (if at all possible). In 
the hope of clarifying this matter somehow, let us complete a little research analyzing 
Grammy-winning compositions through the decades. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Мурза Александра Борисовна 
 
Elizaveta Sklemina/ Елизавета Склемина 
Faculty of philosophy/ Факультет философии 
The influence of Bob Dylan’s songs on the big “music-poetry” revolution/ Песни 
Боба Дилана как большая музыкально-поэтическая революция 
The musical world collided with a revolution in the1960s. One of the main figures in this 
event was Bob Dylan – a young American musician with a non-standard approach to 
creativity. Why did his songs gain people’s recognition? How did he inspire his 
contemporaries? How did he influence musical poetry? We need to establish the great 
man’s creative path. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Литвинова Евгения Николаевна 
 
Shindiapin Anton/ Шиндяпин Антон 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The three aspects of American discipline/ Три аспекта американской дициплины 
As a rule, when people talk about success or a high standard of living in America, they 
suppose that all this is only the result of politics, customer service, a feeling of comfort, 
and a tolerance function because of high salaries and fear of the law. To some extent, this 
may be true. However, do these concepts seem sufficient to describe American society? 
Maybe not. We think that there is inner discipline to American society that lies behind 
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these outer mechanisms. Our study is dedicated to the consideration of the main aspects 
of this discipline. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Бережных Елена Юрьевна 
 
Openchenko Darya/ Опенченко Дарья 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет  
«3D bioprinting technology in the land of Oz; The unavoidable future or a challenge 
to divine wisdom»/ «Биопечать в стране Оз: сфера будущего или вызов 
Божественной мудрости» 
3D bioprinting is a fairly new and developing sphere of modern medicine. Currently, the 
use of 3D printers is not widespread, but it is likely to expand in the near future. A lot of 
people could benefit from this technology. The main advantages of a 3D-printer are as 
follows: faster printing speed, a higher probability of successful ingrowth of cells in the 
human body; among the shortcomings - a long rehabilitation period. In Australia, this 
area of medicine is currently developing very successfully. This paper considers the 
attitude of the Church and Catholic Australians to this technology from the perspective of 
secular and ecclesiastical ethics. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Шмараева Анастасия Александровна 
 
Bezus Artyom/ Безус Артем, Koylubaeva Roza/ Койлубаева Роза  
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет  
New Zealand as a popular destination for foreign filmmakers: an analysis of the 
reasons and factors/ Новая Зеландия – популярное место для воплощения 
режиссерских идей: анализ причин и предпосылок 
New Zealand is obviously an attractive filming destination. There is an assumption that 
the popularity of New Zealand as a filming location might be explained by its fascinating 
nature, breathtaking views, along with splendid landscapes. We conducted some research 
into this issue by analyzing interviews given by some directors, actors and actresses about 
their impressions and experience of working in New Zealand, as well as reading 
professional opinions to prove this point. In this paper we aim to find out what factors 
have influenced the country’s popularity among international filmmakers. 
Преподаватель английского языка: Шмараева Анастасия Александровна  
 
Yakunichev Danila/ Якуничев Данила 
Faculty of Philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The increasing danger of local confrontations for the whole world; A case study of 
the Indo-Pakistani conflict/ Нарастание опасности локальных противостояний 
для всего мира на примере индо-пакистанского конфликта 
The current conflict between India and Pakistan has once again shown why such local 
confrontations are becoming increasingly dangerous for the world as a whole. The leaders 
of the countries are losing the monopoly on warfare, as well as the space for manoeuvre. 
Too often, there are situations where a spark causes a full-scale fire simply because the 
leaders of state have no alternatives – they are forced to operate within a narrow range of 
opportunities created by their previous actions or current restrictions. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Перцев Евгений Михайлович 
 

21 марта 
12.55-14.25    
Ауд. Е-349 

Ведущий: Торопов Егор 
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Leonova Daria, Chetverikova Ekaterina/ Леонова Дарья, Четверикова 
Екатерина 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет  
The differences of law execution within the states of the USA / Различия в законах, 
действующих в штатах США 
We are ready to present to you, a project on the «Differences of law acting in the states of 
the USA». America is famous for its ridiculous legislative projects, which have been 
functioning for several years or even centuries, although it is unlikely that there will ever 
be a serious punishment for their violation. In our report we will tell you about 50 laws 
that are currently in force in the USA as well as unusual laws that have become legends. 
We will also compare several laws that exist in the states and present you with the results 
of the analysis. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Шишкина Татьяна Гурьевна 
 
Anastasia Starikova/ Анастасия Старикова  
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The impact of the robotisation processes on the life of modern society/ Влияние 
процессов роботизации на жизнь современного общества 
The report covers such topics as artificial intelligence in the fields of human activity, 
future professions and the importance of the human emotional component. This research 
considers practical relevance in the context of the current situation. It tries to provide an 
answer to the question of how technology affects all areas of everyday life. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Литвинова Евгения Николаевна 
 
Anzhukaeva Dayana, Lunyov Vladimir/ Анжукаева Даяна, Лунёв Владимир  
Faculty of Philosophy/ Философский факультет 
American charity; What makes the USA different from other nations/ 
Благотворительность в Америке: чем отличается США от других стран 
Have you ever given something to charity? The phenomenon of the charity has always 
been an integral part of life, but nowadays it turns to the whole sustainable system. A lot 
of countries develop charity culture, but the USA does it more successfully. We will try 
to understand the main reasons for the constantly growing ‘donations trend’ in the USA 
and the process by which this has occurred.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Шишкина Татьяна Гурьевна. 
 
Bryndina Mariya/ Брындина Мария 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The degradation of young people in New Zealand, as a result of low-level 
education/Деградация молодёжи в Новой Зеландии как следствие низкого 
уровня образования 
Young people living and studying in this country suffer from a lack of good education 
and a low level of teaching, which has negative consequences: the problem of 
unemployment, a lack of motivation, an inability to interact socially. The purpose of this 
report is to analyse the current situation in the education sector in New Zealand, 
demonstrate its topicality and identify ways to solve this problem. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Шишкина Татьяна Гурьевна 
 
Shmakova Evgeniya/ Шмакова Евгения 
Higher School (Faculty) of Television/ Высшая школа телевидения 
Colour as an element of directorial vision in the American film industry/ Цвет как 
элемент режиссерского решения в американском кино 
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On the basis of a theoretical and historiographical review of cinematic studies, as well as 
through the application of analytic methodology on American cinematic art, a 
preliminary conclusion has been drawn that colours in a film have, not only their own 
unique developmental logic, but also both laws and stages of artistic and expressive 
means of attraction, and, moreover, display a perfect harmonic component in the film. 
This tentative conclusion is essential for a subsequent conceptual analysis of specific 
works of modern cinema.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Шмараева Анастасия Александровна 
 

21 марта 
14.40- 16.10  Ауд. Е-349 
Ведущий: Жаркова Дарья 

 
Andreeva Ekaterina/ Андреева Екатерина 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
Ethics and artificial intelligence; A look through the prism of American scientists’ 
positions/ Этика и искусственный интеллект: взгляд сквозь призму позиций 
американских учёных 
The concept of «strong AI» is popular nowadays. Scientists believe that a computer, 
when programmed appropriately will actually represent some kind of consciousness, 
which will possess cognitive states. This kind of AI will be very similar to a human. 
Therefore, we ask: is it possible to attribute to AI the capacity for ethical evaluation, 
which is one of the features specific to humanity? Based on the American physician, 
Robert Burton’s, opinion delineated in his book “Mind and Brain”, and Nicole Gage’s 
view (her book in collaboration with Bernard Baars is called “Brain, Cognition, Mind”), 
we will try to answer this question. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Перцев Евгений Михайлович 
 
Argun Laura/ Аргун Лаура  
Faculty of Philosophy/ Философский факультет 
Political behaviour in the theory of Paul Lazarsfeld/ Политическое поведение в 
теории Пола Лазарсфельда 
This report analyses a method, developed by Paul Lazarsfeld, an outstanding American 
political scientist, in 1944 with a view to to find out reasons why “people decided to vote 
as they did”. Having analysed three presidential campaigns in the USA, Lazarsfeld 
proposes a new method which he calls «the panel technique». The results of the research 
led to the conclusion that sometimes face-to-face communication can be more effective 
than traditional media outlets such as newspapers, TV, radio. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Перцев Евгений Михайлович 
 
Burla Maria/ Бурла Мария 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The idea of service in the culture of knighthood in medieval England/ Идея 
служения в рыцарской культуре средневековой Англии 
The basis of the culture of knighthood was the idea of serving someone and something 
greater, which was both more important and more beautiful than any of the values of 
ordinary life. Knightly orders embodied the concepts of honour and valour. They were 
not ordinary warriors. The will and discipline to follow the moral norm were essential. 
Knights did not fight against someone, but always for noble causes and truth, for those 
who needed help. They served justice, honour, their beloved lady and faith. The 
legendary image of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table with their mission to 
defend justice became role models for centuries.  
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Консультант по английскому языку: Бережных Елена Юрьевна 
 
Volkonskaya Alyona/ Волконская Алёна 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
The dark side of writing: Edgar Allan Poe vs. Stephen King/ Тёмная сторона 
писательства: Эдгар Аллан По и Стивен Кинг 
In human nature, there exists a morbid desire to explore the darker realms of life. As 
sensitive beings we make every effort to deny our curiosity in the things that frighten us, 
and will calmly reassure our children that there are not any creatures under their beds 
each night, but deep down we secretly thrive on that cool rush of fear. In this report, we 
will discuss the specific of writing horror stories by comparing two the most popular and 
famous authors of this genre – Edgar Allan Poe and Stephen King. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Мурза Александра Борисовна 
 
Toropov Egor/ Торопов Егор 
Faculty of philosophy / Философский факультет 
The political philosophy of anarchy-capitalism; A stateless society/ Политическая 
философия анархо-капитализма: безгосударственное общество 
The concept of a stateless society has always been the subject of growing controversy 
with issues being raised about the elimination of state and power in favor of self-
ownership, private property and free markets. It is equally absurd to dismiss the idea of a 
stateless society as it is to deny a possibility of such a state. This report discusses how a 
stateless society would change our relation to courts, law enforcement bodies, money, 
taxation, personal and economic activities. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Шмараева Анастасия Александровна 
 
Usova Liudmila/ Усова Людмила 
Faculty of philosophy/ Философский факультет 
Cultural and financial factors influencing the formation of household wealth 
portfolios within the USA and the UK/ Выявление культурных и финансовых 
факторов, влияющих на создание портфолио активов домохозяйствами в 
США и Великобритании 
Despite the historical connections, American and British cultures are alienated from each 
other and follow different paths of development. The purpose of this presentation is to 
understand the causes and effects of this distinction, based on a sociological analysis of 
the economic decisions made by households in the USA and the UK. This study 
encompasses a range of striking questions: preferences between stock and housing 
equities; the determination of factors influencing choices of British and American 
Households; challenging the rationale behind behaviour of individuals. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Перцев Евгений Михайлович 
 
Chepeleva Natalia/ Чепелева Наталья 
Faculty of рhilosophy/ Философский факультет 
English-speaking studies of Schopenhauer/ Англоязычные исследования 
Шопенгауэра 
The most powerful Schopenhauer society has its seat in Frankfurt. Since 1912 it has 
published the Journal of the Schopenhauer Society. This report tries to give a general 
outline of research which is conducted in both the USA and in Great Britain, both in the 
North American division of the Schopenhauer society and in journal “The Cambridge 
companion to Schopenhauer” edited by Christopher Janaway in 1999. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Бережных Елена Юрьевна 
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СОЦИОЛОГИЧЕСКИЙ ФАКУЛЬТЕТ 

 
21 марта 2019, 10:40-17:10 

Социологический факультет, ауд. 522 
 

Ведущие: Крошкина Мария, Малясова Елизавета 
 
Zapletnyuk Maria, Lozenko Anastasia / Заплетнюк Мария, Лозенко Анастасия  
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Education systems in the UK and Canada; A comparative analysis / 
Сравнительный анализ систем образования в Великобритании и Канаде 
The report is devoted to a comparative analysis of the main stages, advantages and 
disadvantages of education in the UK and Canada. People are more aware today of the 
importance of education, which provides many different opportunities in modern society. 
Nowadays one can observe a tendency to receive education abroad. Moreover, many 
universities offer double degree programmes. Such countries as the UK and Canada 
occupy leading positions in the lists of the best national education systems. Therefore it 
will be relevant and interesting to analyze and compare education systems of these 
countries. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Павлова Елена Касимовна 
 
Nigmatyanov Arslan / Нигматянов Арслан 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The economic consequences of international migration for modern London/ 
Экономические последствия внешней миграции для современного Лондона 
The report is dedicated to the influence of massive immigration on some economic 
indicators in London. The role of migration in the formation of London population is hard 
to overestimate. London attracts much more international migrants than any other city in 
the UK. The population of London has increased greatly lately due to immigrants from all 
over the world. Immigration leads to ethnic stratification and affects ethnic makeup. All 
these factors influence such economic indicators as house prices in different districts of 
the city and the structure of the working population. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Павлова Елена Касимовна 
 
Balandina Marina, Chaplya Marina / Баландина Марина и Чапля Марина 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Oxford and Cambridge Universities as examples of the higher education system in 
the UK; A comparative analysis/ Система высшего образования в 
Великобритании на примере сравнительного анализа университетов Оксфорд 
и Кембридж 
The report is devoted to a comparative analysis of the main stages of Oxford and 
Cambridge Universities in the UK. 
Education is one of the most important parts of the cultural sphere in every country. That 
is why researching the UK culture we cannot ignore the world most famous British 
classical universities– Oxford and Cambridge. 
The following parameters have been taken the comparison: 
A. Geographical location; 
B. Infrastructure; 
C. Prices; 
D. Educational programs; 
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E. Research activity; 
F. Opportunities for students’ activity; 
G. Traditions. 
This research will also be of practical benefit for the students who want to continue their 
education in the UK or to take part in exchange programs. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Ильина Галина Алексеевна 
 
Bogdanchikova Daria, Ryazhechkina Tatyana/ Богданчикова Дарья, Ряжечкина 
Татьяна 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The strict laws of Singapore as a measure of maintaining public order and the status 
of a highly developed state/ Строгие законы Сингапура как мера поддержания 
общественного порядка и сохранения статуса высокоразвитого государства 
Singapore is a unique country of contrasts, a city-state that every day attracts many 
tourists. Nevertheless, the authorities set very strict rules for maintaining order and 
keeping the city clean. Our report highlights some of the laws of public order in one of 
the most technologically advanced countries. The authors also aim to find out the reasons 
for the strict government measures. We are going to tell you about the specificities of 
these laws. This topic is relevant because a tough policy in this area helps to maintain 
order and solve current problems, puts the country in the rating of the most highly 
developed countries of the world. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Ильина Галина Алексеевна 
 
Kardakova Arina / Кардакова Арина 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Demographic сhanges and population policy in modern India/ Демографические 
изменения и политика снижения численности населения в современной Индии  
The report highlights the reasons of decrease in the number of large families and modern 
population politics in India. It is important to point and analyze birth and death rates, the 
age of marriage, gender and the number of children in traditional Indian families. All the 
indicators can be grasped in the context of changes that have occured in modern India. 
This report will allow to create a portrait of modern India and introduce you into 
demography situation in that country.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Ильина Галина Алексеевна 
 
Karpova Ksenia/ Карпова Ксения 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The phenomenon of loneliness in American cities/ Феномен одиночества в 
американских мегаполисах 
The report considers the phenomenon of loneliness in American cities, its types and 
social significance for the citizens. Particular attention is paid to the problems with social 
activity of people because usually people in cities are closed and have problems with 
communication. The report lists some theoretical concepts of classical and modern 
researchers related to this topic. The most important idea in this report is the more people 
you contact during the day, the more likely you are to feel inner loneliness. The 
phenomenon of loneliness in a big city is familiar to people all over the world. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Пащенко Наталия Михайловна 
 
Ippolitova Anastasia/ Ипполитова Анастасия 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
People with disabilities in modern society: A comparative analysis of their living 
conditions in the USA and Russia/ Люди с ограниченными возможностями в 
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современном обществе: сравнительный анализ условий их жизни в США и 
России 
The report is devoted to the process of integration of people with disabilities into society 
which is very important, especially nowadays. It is necessary to pay attention to this issue 
and try to find the ways to improve the lives of disabled people. The purpose of the 
project is to study the living conditions of these people in two countries, the USA and 
Russia, and to compare these conditions in order to find and implement the best practices 
aimed at making the lives of disabled people more comfortable. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Павлова Елена Касимовна 
 
Kungurova Daria, Rudakova Anna  / Кунгурова Дарья, Рудакова Анна 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The use of social spaces in organizations: the USA and the UK/ Социальное 
пространство в организациях: США и Великобритания 
Enterprises and organizations can be considered not only as a physical space, but also as 
a social space. Organization as a physical space is a complex of premises, workplaces, 
equipment and people. However, this is not enough to explore the essence of the 
organization and its work. In the course of researching the problems of an organization, it 
is necessary to admit the existence of the social space in which the organization manifests 
itself precisely as a social system. It manifests itself as an integrity consisting of 
elements, each of which is directly or indirectly connected with other elements. It is in the 
social space where those activities are carried out. They are related to the management of 
cooperation, interaction of the subjects and business communication between the 
subjects. The report examines the social space of the United States and Great Britain, 
shows their features and differences. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Пащенко Наталия Михайловна 
 
Vorobeva Vera, Okova Anastasia/ Воробьева Вера, Окова Анастасия 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Happiness levels in different countries: A sociological dimension/ Уровень счастья 
разных стран в социологическом измерении 
The report is devoted to a comparative analysis of the happiness index in Russia and 
North America as a criterion for the development of the countries. An assessment of the 
dynamics of life satisfaction is a new way of analysing socio-economic processes. In our 
report, we will consider the index of happiness in Canada and the United States in 
comparison with Russia. The purpose of the research is to identify the happiness index as 
an indicator of the development of society. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Ильина Галина Алексеевна 
 
Ibragimova Asya / Ибрагимова Ася  
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The United States of America and scientific research/ Соединенные Штаты 
Америки и научные исследования 
This aim of the study is to determine the current commitment to scientific research in the 
US gross domestic product (GDP) and the industry research output that has been 
achieved in the past six decades. The United States contributes to the funding of the 
research. We also focused on four key indicators of research activities: research and 
development (R&D) funding, total science and engineering doctoral degrees, patents and 
scientific publications.	 
Консультант по английскому языку: Пащенко Наталия Михайловна 
 
Subbotin Alexander / Субботин Александр 
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Higher School of Modern Social Sciences/ ВШССН 
Life expectancy forecast for the USA and Canada: a comparative analysis/ Прогноз 
ожидаемой продолжительности жизни населений США и Канады: 
сравнительный анализ   
The report analyzes the age structure of population mortality in the USA (1933-2013) and 
Canada (1921-2011). The study uses demographic data from the Human Mortality 
Database. Based on the life tables, the dynamics of life expectancy at birth (LE) of 
populations in the USA and Canada (total, male, female) have been calculated. The 
research demonstrates the growth of LE during the period under consideration. This can 
be explained by decrease in mortality with increase in living standards and advances in 
medicine. Using the extrapolation method for demographic forecasting, LE projection for 
the USA and Canada until 2050 has been made. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Павлова Елена Касимовна 
 
Lagutin Yury / Лагутин Юрий  
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The growth of criminal activity in Great Britain and the USA: A sociological 
analysis /Рост преступности в Великобритании и США: социологический 
анализ  
The report considers modern crime trends in the UK and the USA. The analysis covers 
data on the nature and number of crimes accumulated in INTERPOL, FBI Crime Reports 
and Police UK databases for the studied geographical areas. The research shows that 
criminal activity remains at a high level despite numerous innovations in crime 
prevention. This may be due to continuous migration, lack of sufficient paid jobs, low 
level of education and a large number of people living below the poverty line. Using the 
extrapolation method, a forecast has been made for the next 10 years. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Павлова Елена Касимовна 
 
Korsak Margarita, Smirnova Anastasiya / Корсак Маргарита, Смирнова 
Анастасия 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Urbanization in India: benefits and losses/ Урбанизация в Индии: выгоды и 
потери 
The report focuses on the modern state of urbanization in India, as well as socio-
economic benefits, changes and threats. Since 2010 five of its largest states have had 
more of their urban population than living in villages. The major factors are population 
growth and migration that have led to the urbanization. Recently, a third factor has been 
seen as a huge contributor to the urbanization growth: the expansion of towns and cities. 
This report reflects the process of urbanization nowadays, summarizes trends and 
presents forecasts of world organizations. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Пащенко Наталия Михайловна 
 
Pravosudova Viktoriya/ Правосудова Виктория 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The development of digital railways: the UK experience/ Внедрение цифровой 
железной дороги: опыт Великобритании 
The transition of Great Britain to the digital railways means a change in the railway 
industry, the infrastructure of the city and a significant part of the country's economy. The 
main purpose of the detriment of the digital railway technology is the desire for 
sustainable economic growth, the transition to digital modernization. In this report, the 
author wants to focus on three main objectives of the project for the transformation of 
railways in the UK: the increasing number of trains, the improvement of connections and 
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the increasing convenience for the clients. To perform these tasks, it is necessary to make 
the train service available at any time and make the purchase of tickets easy. The main 
conclusion and prerequisite for the transition to the digital railway is the availability of 
the whizziest technologies for the project today. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Пащенко Наталия Михайловна 
 
Trusova Svetlana /Трусова Светлана  
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Core values in organizational culture of innovative business in the USA/ Основные 
ценности в организационной культуре инновационного бизнеса в США  
Innovations are crucial in achieving the competitive advantages of companies that are 
propelled or hindered by their organizational culture. This is especially noticeable in the 
United States of America, which ranks the eighth in the world in the concentration of 
high-tech public companies and research and development costs. With its own goals and 
values, each organization has its unique internal company culture. Corporate values play 
the key role in organizational efficiency and success, as achieving business goals is only 
possible when employees have shared values and unified processes. Adopting US 
innovative companies’ experience, the paper analyzes the common core values of the 
organizational cultures. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Рассошенко Жаннетта Викторовна 
 
Ekaterina Dobrohotova, Violetta Kolesnichenko / Доброхотова Екатерина, 
Виолетта Колесниченко 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The social and economic consequences of Brexit for the United Kingdom/ 
Социально-экономические последствия Брексита для Соединенного 
Королевства Великобритании и Северной Ирландии 
The report is devoted to the analysis of social and economic consequences of Brexit for 
the Great Britain. The analysis is based on the research and surveys conducted by British 
experts. 
Main points: 
1.The positive impact of Brexit on the development of industry and business in the 
United Kingdom. 
2. The negative consequences of Brexit for the economy of the UK: for the initial period 
Brexit inhibits economic growth and leads to the reduction in household incomes.  
3. Brexit and the social conflict with Scotland and Northern Ireland. The main 
contradictions between the parties. 
4. Consequences associated with the potential restoration of the state border between 
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland: is a new explosion of Irish separatism 
possible?  
5. Brexit effect on film and music industry. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Казимова Галина Александровна 
 
Svetlana Glazunova/ Глазунова Светлана 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Today’s surge of interest in volunteering/ Сегодняшний всплеск интереса к 
волонтерству 
The report is devoted to the emergence and development of volunteer movement. The 
study is focused on the current forms of volunteering and suggests some reasons for the 
movement’s increasing popularity. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Казимова Галина Александровна 
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Guseva Natalya, Sirota Evgeniya/ Гусева Наталья, Сирота Евгения 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Impact of investment activities on the development of the pharmaceutical industry 
in the United States/ Влияние инвестиционной деятельности на развитие 
фармацевтической отрасли в США  
The report analyzes the impact of investment activities of pharmaceutical industry in the 
United States. The pharmaceutical industry is one of the attractive investment targets and 
the US companies are the most active actors. The United States takes leading positions 
because of the large capital investment. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Ильина Галина Алексеевна 
 
Mustafina Dilyara/ Мустафина Диляра 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Digital nomads in the United States/ Цифровые кочевники, живущие в США 
This report considers digital nomads living in the USA. Nowadays nomads are plentiful 
around the world. They live in Europe, Asia and in some parts of Russia. Workers spend 
more of their time away from the office. A growing industry is creating products and 
services to help them. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Ильина Галина Алексеевна 
 
Grigoreva Ekaterina / Григорьева Екатерина 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Consequences of Brexit: a sociological analysis/ Последствия Brexit: 
социологический анализ 
The report is devoted to the impending withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the 
European Union, which is expected this year. Despite the growing integration of the 
world community we can observe the struggle of different regions for preserving their 
identity, the increasing role of regional parties and different regional and separatist 
movements, attempts of states to leave supranational formations and other significant 
reverse processes. In this regard, it is necessary to consider the possible consequences of 
Brexit, which will be the first serious step against European integration. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Павлова Елена Касимовна 
 
Ekaterina Chekhirkina, Korneeva Elizaveta/ Чехиркина Екатерина, Корнеева 
Елизавета 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Social problems through the prism of the Oscars/ Социальные проблемы сквозь 
призму кинопремии Оскар 
Main points: 
1. The Oscars history 
2. Academy awards as the testimony of actual social problems 
3. Evolution and manifestation of social problems in film industry 
Консультант по английскому языку: Казимова Галина Александровна 
 
Mikhail Klevensky/ Клевенский Михаил  
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Lord of the flies: William Golding as an English symbolist and conflictologist/ 
Повелитель мух: У. Голдинг как английский символист и конфликтолог 
This report is devoted to the interpretation of William Golding’s allegorical novel “Lord 
of the flies” in terms of conflictology. The report analyzes symbolic episodes of the 
novel, which reflect objective and emotional components of the characters' conflict. The 
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report highlights the writer’s contribution to the development of the world symbolism and 
his original view on the nature of conflicts in modern society.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Казимова Галина Александровна 
 
Lezina Catherine, Chavkina Anna/Лезина Екатерина, Чавкина Анна  
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The UN response to humanitarian crises/ Реагирование ООН на гуманитарные 
кризисы 
The report analyzes the conflicts in Nigeria, Somalia, South Sudan and Yemen. Nearly 
132 million people need humanitarian assistance in 2019. International organizations (the 
UN, World Bank, the International Red Cross) are going to support upstream 
intervention. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Ильина Галина Алексеевна 
 
Mukhametova Svetlana, Staszk Anastasia/ Мухаметова Светлана, Сташко 
Анастасия 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The socio-cultural characteristics of the United States of America/ 
Социокультурные особенности Соединенных Штатов Америки 
This report is devoted to socio-cultural characteristics of the US. The culture of the 
United States was shaped by the immense ethnic diversity, which resulted in one of the 
richest cultures in the world. The military industry is rapidly developing here. The 
powerful information has a huge impact. Many figures of sports, cinema, music, painting 
and literature in the United States are somehow familiar to everyone in the world.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Ильина Галина Алексеевна 
 
Kroshkina Maria/ Крошкина Мария 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The education system: the meaning, aspects and social functions of education in 
England/ Система школьного образования: значение, аспекты и социальные 
функции образования в Англии 
The British education system is one of the most conservative in the world, which could 
be attributed to the historical age of the educational system, dating back to the XII 
century with the first high schools in the country and the University of Oxford. To this 
day, discipline and the high-level of quality teaching remain the main features of the 
British educational system. 
Secondary education in England includes four main stages: primary from 5 to 7 years and 
from 7 to 11, secondary for children from 11 to 14 years and from 14 to 16. The set of 
core subjects varies depending on age. From 14 to 16 years students are preparing for the 
exam GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Education – Certificate of Secondary 
Education). However, such long-established structure does not mean that British 
education system has not evolved. The English education system not only keeps pace 
with the times, but often gets ahead of the curve, anticipating the needs of the new 
generation: the pursuit of excellence and respect for traditions here perfectly coexists 
with the latest educational programs and practices. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Рассошенко Жаннетта Викторовна 
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23 марта 2019, суббота, 10:40-13.00 
Социологический факультет, ауд. 522 

 
Ведущие: Крошкина Мария, Малясова Елизавета 

 
Agababyan Asmik / Агабабян Асмик 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Modern youth subcultures in the USA: a sociological analysis/ Современные 
молодежные субкультуры США: социологический анализ 
In everyday life there are a lot of people who differ from others. They can have specific 
hairstyle, hair colour, clothes, etc. Many of them are representatives of different 
subcultures. But what makes youth stand out in this way? The study of youth subcultures 
is of great importance as they are a significant field of sociology of youth. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Казимова Галина Александровна 
 
Edacheva Anna/ Едачева Анна   
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
A demographic analysis of population structures in Australia/ Изучение 
демографических структур населения в Австралии 
This study is devoted to problems of demographic development in Australia. We provide 
some data to illustrate the importance of implementing appropriate demographic policy. 
We also emphasize the role of migration policy in Australia as an inseparable part of 
wellbeing guarantee, calm and peace in the state. In the course of our research we are 
investigating historical background of some national conflicts that had alarming social 
consequences. We analyze the current migration policy in Australia and use some 
statistics to support the main conclusion of the study. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Поцыбина Елена Павловна 
 
Minakova Oksana/Минакова Оксана  
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
New Zealanders’ cultural values and the problem of their depreciation/ 
Культурные ценности жителей Новой Зеландии и проблема их обесценивания 
Despite the geographical remoteness of New Zealand, its inhabitants have access to a 
variety of cultural activities and cultural events. Theatre, cinema, literature and fine arts 
attract a large number of fans and participants. The problem of a loss of traditions is 
relevant in every country. Nowadays in New Zealand there are fewer people who support 
the cultural customs of their homeland. This problem is relevant in terms of transition to 
the post-industrial society. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Пащенко Наталия Михайловна 
 
Goncharova Alice/ Гончарова Алиса   
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Immigration as a problem in the USA and its influence on the population / 
Проблема иммиграции в США и ее влияние на население  
The USA as a state was created by emigrants who came from Europe. Since the time of their 
foundation the American states have adhered to fundamental principles of loyalty to 
immigrants. Yet the first legislative acts directed against immigrants were issued in the 
middle of the 19th century. The process took the form of rigorous selection based on 
national-racial affiliation that led to  racial segregation and racial discrimination. Nowadays 
the problem of immigration is one of the most acute in the country. Some of its 
manifestations have caused serious conflicts within the state. The immigration and its 
consequences are being widely discussed in the USA. In this study we will try to define 
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whether in the USA there is a firm commitment to distinctly aggressive policies towards 
immigrants or we witness some activities undertaken to preserve national identity and 
culture. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Поцыбина Елена Павловна 
 
Nikishenkova Polina, Senokop Nastasia/ Никишенкова Полина, Сенокоп 
Настасья  
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The influence of American cinematography on social consciousness/ Влияние 
американского кинематографа на общественное сознание 
In this study we analyze American cinematography and its popularity in the world. We are 
going to consider American cinema and its influence on social consciousness in different 
countries. We investigate recent trends in human behavior shaped by cinema. In the report 
we represent some data acquired in the course of our research. We have also managed to 
conduct an opinion survey on American cinematography. The results of the survey are used 
to support the main conclusion made in our study. It was emphasized that as one of the most 
popular forms of art set in all spheres of social life cinema inevitably bears marks of the 
nation and represents its culture and history. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Поцыбина Елена Павловна 
 
Bapinaeva Fatima/ Бапинаева Фотима  
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Schooling patterns within the education system as a reflection of class stratification 
in Australia/ Модели обучения в системе образования как отражение классовой 
стратификации в Австралии 
Australia has become one of the leaders in the international education market in the past 
decades. Its schools and universities enjoy great popularity all over the world. 
Nevertheless, there is a problem of inequality in educational levels in the country. This 
report is supposed to reveal the obvious shortcomings in the Australian education system. 
We also analyze the impact of class stratification on learning models. The first part of this 
study deals with the structure of the Australian education system. Here we are going to 
consider differences existing between Australian and Russian education systems. The 
second part of the report is devoted to the problem of stratification. The analysis data are 
taken from the report of the Australian Centre for Policy Development (CPD) "Uneven 
playing field the state of Australia's schools" of 2016, in which the authors are analyzing 
the current problems of the education system, in particular financial aspect. The experts 
are predicting future development of schooling patterns and they are also making 
recommendations how to cope with the existing  problems. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Поцыбина Елена Павловна 
 
Syunikaeva Evgenia/ Сюникаева Евгения  
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
The origin of gender studies in the United States; Women's studies / Зарождение 
гендерных исследований в США: женские исследования 
Gender studies as a systematic academic discipline appear in American colleges and 
universities in the late 1960s. Women's studies are the initial stage of gender studies. 
Currently, women's education departments are available at most US universities. In 
addition, similar programs are currently being taught in a number of secondary schools 
and general education colleges. Women's studies were developed due to the insufficient 
presence of women in power, discrimination at work and in the legal system, as well as 
the lack of protection from male dominance in various spheres of the family and the 
professional life. 
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Консультант по английскому языку: Пащенко Наталия Михайловна 
 
Terekhova Irina/ Терехова Ирина, Yurova Kristina/ Юрова Кристина 
Faculty of Sociology/ Социологический факультет 
Population change in Canada as a social problem/ Изменение населения в Канаде 
как социальная проблема 
Canada is a particular country especially if we consider the structure of its population. 
Canadian population is ethnically diverse. Many centuries ago migrants from European 
countries came and settled in Canada, so at present the country’s population consists 
mainly of descendants of the UK – the British constitute 40%, those of France - 27 %, 
immigrants from other European countries comprise 20% , while indigenous population  
makes up only1,5 %. In this study we analyze the composition of Canadian population as 
presenting some social challenges. We are trying to trace the structure of this country’s 
population from the beginning the 16th century in order to show the dynamics of its 
growth. We also examine such social issues as population density, birth rates, mortality 
rates and life expectancy. Using the data taken from original scientific sources we have 
managed to identify existing social issues.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Поцыбина Елена Павловна 
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ФАКУЛЬТЕТ ПОЛИТОЛОГИИ 
 

Секция №1  
18 марта 2019 г.,  

1 Гуманитарный корпус, ауд. 652 
10.45-12.30 

 
Ведущий: Шуранова Дарья 

 
Yarmola Julia, Shirikova Inna/ Ярмола Юлия, Ширикова Инна 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
Distance learning as the future of education within the universities of Great Britain 
and the USA/ Дистанционное обучение как будущее образования в 
университетах Великобритании и США 
The report investigates the issue of distance learning within the universities of Great 
Britain and the USA nowadays. First, the authors explain why this issue is relevant. Then, 
the report outlines the history of this notion. Secondly, the work considers positive and 
negative sides this new system of education has. Moreover, there is an overview of 
distance learning practices in other countries. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Криштоф Елена Михайловна 
 
Amrakhov Emil, Starushko Sergey/ Амрахов Эмиль, Старушко Сергей 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
Post-election protests against D. Trump / Послевыборные акции протеста против 
Д. Трампа 
The Trump phenomenon, which won the 2016 election, is a bifurcation point, as the 
support of the majority of the United States population for such a candidate has revealed 
many problems in the society. Trump's victory showed the need for many people to 
change the left-liberal course of the government. However, despite the approval of the 
majority, many people were categorically against the slogans of the new President, 
considering them sexist, racist and homophobic. Literally, immediately after the results of 
the vote were announced, mass protests began in the United States. The report attempts to 
analyze these manifestations of discontent, reveal their causes and give some forecasts to 
Trump’s presidency. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 
Shuranova Daria, Zhivotova Polina/ Шуранова Дарья, Животова Полина  
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии  
Oscar controversy: the policy of double standards/ Противоречия премии Оскар: 
политика двойных стандартов  
This research is aimed to investigate the Oscar Academy Award policy of the last decade. 
Latest nominees and laureates clearly illustrate the clash of public opinion and choices of 
Academy voting membership. The purpose of the report is to examine the evolution of 
this phenomenon and its influence on the film-making industry and civil society. 
Консультанты по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна, Дзгоева Ольга 
Муратовна 
 
Samoylov Alexandr, Popov Dmitry/ Самойлов Александр, Попов Дмитрий 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии  
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The shutdown phenomenon in the USA; An analysis and future prospects/ Явление 
приостановки работы правительства США: анализ и будущее феномена 
This report investigates the phenomenon of the US government’s shutdown. First, the 
authors review the history of shutdowns in general. Secondly, its influence on the US 
society is considered. Furthermore, the work aims to analyze the impact of such events in 
the past decade and to discuss the current situation in the United States. In conclusion, the 
authors try to make some predictions based on the research. 
Консультанты по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна, Криштоф 
Елена Михайловна 
 
Vakhrusheva Alexandra/ Вахрушева Александра 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии  
The Roaring Twenties phenomenon; Case studies of Great Britain and the USA/ 
Исследование феномена «ревущих двадцатых» на примере Великобритании и 
США 
This report considers one of the brightest periods in the world history – the Roaring 
Twenties. Using the examples of Great Britain and the United States, it describes 
different aspects of human life in the 1920s: from scientific developments to the latest 
fashion, from economic breakthrough to popular music genres etc. The author analyses 
characteristic features of the phenomenon in two different countries and provides a 
comparative analysis. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 

Секция №2  
18 марта 2019 г., 

1 Гуманитарный корпус, ауд. 652 
13.00-14.30 

 
Ведущий: Шуранова Дарья 

 
 
Golikov Petr/ Голиков Петр 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии  
The Hundred Years' War’s influence on English politics/ Влияние Столетней 
войны на английскую политику  
The Hundred Years' War lasted for 116 years and was one of the longest wars in history. 
Generations were born and died. Both France and England spent a lot of resources to win 
this war and were tied at the end of it. These factors provided many opportunities for the 
political changes inside the states and in their foreign policies as well as in terms of 
reviewing their goals. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 
Korolkov Ilya, Yastrebov Sergey/ Корольков Илья, Ястребов Сергей 
Faculty of philosophy / Философский факультет 
The influence Woodrow Wilson’s policies had on life in the USA/ Влияние 
политики Вудро Вильсона на жизнь США   
This report is devoted to the career of the twenty-eighth US President, and his political 
and peacekeeping activities for which he was awarded the Nobel Prize. The work also 
compares Donald Trump’s and Woodrow Wilson’s policies using the UN and the League 
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of Nations as examples. Finally, the report proposes improving peacekeeping and 
creating a new international diplomatic organization in order to prevent new wars. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна  
 
Prisekin Aleksandr, Parhomenko Vyacheslav/ Присекин Александр, Пархоменко 
Вячеслав 
Faculty of Philosophy / Философский факультет 
The economic and political implications for Britain after Brexit/ Политические и 
экономические последствия для Великобритании после Брексита 
In 2018, the most discussed topic among many popular political publications in Europe 
was the fate of Great Britain and the European Union. This report is aimed at revealing 
economic and political changes that will take place in the UK if it leaves the European 
Union. The authors try to identify the best possible way for UK. The key points of the 
report are:  
1) New UK’s connections; 
2) Great Britain as a financial center; 
3) Migration issue; 
4) The tourist industry; 
5) The future of northern Ireland. 
The authors have used the most objective opinions of political scientists and have 
employed the experience of the political research seminar as well as other reliable 
sources. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна 
 
Martynov Nikita/ Мартынов Никита  
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии  
A study of British policy regarding homeless people / Британская политика по 
отношению к бездомным 
Homelessness is one of the most hazardous problems in the UK nowadays. More than 5 
thousand people slept on the streets every night in 2017. It does not only effect crime 
level but also increases drug distribution. By 2022, the authorities promise to cut the 
number of homeless people in half, and in nine years to get rid of the problem 
completely. The report strives to determine whether the authorities overvalue their 
abilities and whether it is possible to eradicate homelessness. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна  
 
Mokretsova Ekaterina/ Мокрецова Екатерина 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
The English radical tradition and the British Left of 1885-1945/ Английская 
радикальная традиция и левое движение в 1885-1945 годах  
This English radical tradition became deeply entwined with the history and development 
of the British labour movement and inspired its major intellectual figures. It was a 
tradition used and shaped by political events, as each group sought to legitimise its own 
ideological position through the continual reference to an older democratic past. In this 
research, there is an attempt to explore this continual engagement with the British past. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 

Секция №3  
18 марта 2019 г., 

1 Гуманитарный корпус, ауд. 652 
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16.30-18.00 
 

Ведущий: Билинкис Андрей 
	
Коrchmarek Tatiana/ Корчмарек Татьяна 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
A history of US foreign policy in Latin America up to Donald Tramp's presidency / 
История латиноамериканского направления внешней политики США, 
включая период президентства Дональда Трампа 
The report, devoted to US policy in Latin America under Donald Trump's presidency, 
concerns the author's future thesis. Being a very charming profitable region and not 
pursuing belligerent foreign policy, Latin America has no double standards. The author 
considers two famous leaders - V. Putin and D. Trump, both seeking the accomplishment 
of their goals to make their countries prosperous. Russia and the USA both have their 
own interests in Latin America competing in the region. The historical aspect of US 
foreign policy in Latin America is also important. The author dwells on the influence of 
Russia on Latin America and the role of D. Trump's policy, as well as suggests a possible 
way out of the conflict. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 
Lagzyan Tigran/ Лазгян Тигран 
School of World Politics / Факультет Мировой Политики 
The British: who are they? / Англичане - кто они такие? 
This paper analyses extremely complicated, long and fascinating history of formation of 
the modern British ethnos. It considers not only the ancient period of the Roman conquest 
of the British Isles in the 1st century CE but also the times of the Norman Conquest in 
1066 CE. It highlights cultural and ethnical processes that affected people who lived in 
England in different eras, ranging from the Latin influence on the British to the Norman 
and French impact. This brief analysis helps understand that it is studying history that 
facilitates us to get the right understanding of current issues. 
 
Tsepilov Aleksey, Zalendinov George/ Цепилов Алексей, Залендинов Георгий 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
White slavery in the British Empire’s territory as an unknown chapter in the 
history of slavery / Белое рабство на территории Британской империи как 
неизвестная страница истории рабства 
It is well known that African Americans in the USA are the descendants of slaves that 
were brought from Africa in the 17th–19th centuries. However, just a few know that in 
the 16th-17th centuries there were many white slaves in the USA. After Oliver 
Cromwell’s invasion of Ireland, thousands of native people were enslaved and sold in 
British colonies. This is the unknown chapter in the history that is under-explored within 
academic community. The fact of white slavery seems to upturn all stereotypes and 
clichés about slavery suggesting that racism was not the main reason and measure of 
enslavement. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Криштоф Елена Михайловна 
 
Korzhova Ekaterina/ Коржова Екатерина  
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
Youth unemployment as a humanitarian challenge to modern British society/ 
Проблема безработицы среди молодежи как гуманитарный вызов 
современному британскому обществу 
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Youth unemployment can be defined as a time bomb waiting to explode. Today, due to 
the negative impact of the global economic crisis and the expected consequences of 
Brexit, unemployment is not only a term from a book on economics, but also a harsh 
reality. The imminent problem associated with youth unemployment presents a 
significant challenge to the British government. 
The report analyzes social and economic causes of youth unemployment, its current and 
inevitable consequences, as well as the governmental approach to its solutions. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Перцев Евгений Михайлович 
 

Секция №4  
19 марта 2019 г.,   

1 Гуманитарный корпус, ауд. 666 
10.45-12.30 

 
Ведущий: Ревазашвили Григорий 

 
Балачевцева Марта / Balachevtceva Marta   
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
A research on electoral behavior: theoretical models and problems of their 
application/ Исследование электорального поведения: теоретические модели и 
проблемы их применения  
Electoral behavior is one of the main categories in social engineering. For the first time, 
western researchers and scientists in the United States of America drew attention to the 
question of the significance of this term. The report deals with theoretical and practical 
aspects of the importance of studying electoral behavior to improve the institution of 
elections and democracy as a political regime. Moreover, electoral behavior research is 
the basis for predicting electoral preferences for future political campaigns.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна  
 
Ebru Birinci/ Эбру Биринчи  
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
The implications of the US withdrawal from Syria / Последствия ухода США из 
Сирии 
The US withdrawal from Syria was announced in December 2018, altering the power 
balance in the region. While the Assad regime is consolidating its grip on much of Syria, 
Russia appears the preferred stakeholder of all regional and local players. The Trump 
Administration has been faced with criticism within and outside the country, considering 
the likely strengthening and spread of Iranian presence in the region. The latter endangers 
its regional rivals, first Israel, leaving its regional ally Kurdish groups vulnerable against 
Turkish military operations to guard its southern border in the region. 
 
Laguzova Maria/ Лагузова Мария  
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
Donald Trump's wall: the U.S.-Mexico border/ Стена Дональда Трампа: граница 
США-Мексика 
Building a wall on the border of Mexico is one of the main pre-electoral promises of 
Donald Trump. The President of the USA was sure of the fact that the protective structure 
will defend Americans from drug dealers and «bad guys». The idea of building a wall on 
the border of Mexico is not new. The building of protective structures on the border of 
the USA and Mexico began in 1993 in the aim of preventing illegal immigration. D. 
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Trump’s decision concerning the building of a new protective barrier was not supported 
by the Americans. The government of Mexico, liberal mass media in the USA, 
democrats, and ecologists were also opposed to this decision. The conflict between 
Trump and Congress led to different negative consequences. Among them is the most 
long-term shutdown in the history of the country that led to the temporary stopping of the 
work of government structures and entering a state of emergency. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 
Revazashvili Grigory / Ревазашвили Григорий 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
The essence of Brexit impasse and its impact on the current state of European policy 
/ Особенности тупика Брексита и его влияние на текущее состояние 
европейской политики 
This report is devoted to the analysis of the peculiarities of Brexit impasse, though the 
main emphasis is made on the circumstances of such an issue and its impact on the 
current European policy. It shows that such a situation was caused by the defeat of the 
Conservatives in Parliament's voting about the withdrawal agreement in January 2019. 
Since then the situation with Brexit has become unclear as the issue of Irish backstop is 
not solved and the term of the withdrawal may be postponed to an uncertain period. 
Finally, this research has revealed that such a background to Brexit impasse may make 
any cooperation with the EU difficult and the exit from the impasse uncertain.  
Cherpakova Alyona/ Черпакова Алёна 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
The main features of the United Kingdom’s contemporary relations with France 
and the Federative Republic of Germany / Особенности современных отношений 
Великобритании с Францией и ФРГ  
The United Kingdom, being part of the EU big Three (referring to Germany, France and 
the UK) has long maintained dynamic and fruitful relations with these countries, 
especially in security and defense cooperation areas. However, the UK’s decision to leave 
the EU will inevitably produce a certain impact on the country’s bilateral relations. 
According to recent studies, the United Kingdom is supposed to strengthen its security 
and defense alliance with France. Germany’s limited military capacity is regarded as a 
factor that will continue to place significant limits on two countries’ collaboration. 
 
Shmelev Vyacheslav/ Шмелев Вячеслав 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
The Ukrainian autocephalous movement through the eyes of the English media/ 
Украинское автокефальное движение глазами англоязычных СМИ 
The provision of autocephaly to the Orthodox Church in Ukraine is an important event 
for Ukraine and the Orthodox world as a whole. Ukraine is included in the list of 
countries with a separate national Orthodox Church. However, the existing split between 
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the Moscow Patriarchate and the newly formed 
Orthodox Church in Ukraine was not overcome, but only institutionalized. The position 
of the Russian Orthodox Church (as a party to the conflict) and Russia in this situation is 
very clear. Western countries, though not a party to this split, rather support the Ukrainian 
authorities in this matter. The media is very important in this situation as a mirror of the 
political process and an instrument of influence on public opinion. This report shows the 
results of analyzing publications in the English-language media on the Ukrainian 
autocephalous movement. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 

Секция №5  
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19 марта 2019 г.,  
1 Гуманитарный корпус, ауд. 652 

13.00-14.30 
 

Ведущие: Смагина Юлия и Полыньков Артём 
 
Zukhba Damir, Sanakoev Aslan/ Зухба Дамир, Санакоев Аслан 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
The evolvement of India as an independent democratic state; A case study of M. 
Gandhi’s ideas/ Становление Индии как независимого демократического 
государства: на основе идей М. Ганди 
The report examines the ideas of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi about democracy, 
freedom and justice. It provides an overview of M. Gandhi’s ethical, social and political 
attitudes. The authors conduct a detailed analysis of M. Gandhi’s worldview, consider the 
influence of Gandhism on the consciousness of the Indians, and dwell on the methods for 
achieving the long-awaited independence of India. The problem of ownership, Gandhi’s 
ideal of the state structure and the ethical principles set forward in the "Satyagraha" 
tactics are investigated. There is a further embodiment of Gandhi’s ideals in specific 
areas of society including the concepts of social organizations, local movements and the 
formation of modern Indian politics. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна  
 
Rau Yurii, Knyshova Anastasia/ Рау Юрий, Кнышова Анастасия 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
Water scarcity in India; An analysis/ Анализ нехватки водных ресурсов в Индии 
Nowadays India is suffering from the worst water crisis in its history and around 600 
million people face a severe water shortage, according to a government think tank. 
Approximately 200,000 people die every year due to inadequate access to clean water 
and it’s only going to get worse as 21 cities are likely to run out of groundwater by 2020. 
In the longer term, the undersupply will become even more acute in the South Asian 
nation, as demand increases with the 1.4 billion population growing at a rate of around 1 
per cent. In our report we will discover the problem of Water scarcity in India: we will 
learn all about Causes of water scarcity, Impact on cities, Effects on animals and Counter 
measures. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 
Tyrtova Adelina/Тыртова Аделина 
Faculty of Political Science /Факультет политологии 
Health policy in India as an unconventional approach to medicine / Политика в 
сфере здравоохранения в Индии как нетрадиционный подход к медицине 
India is a country with a large territory and great population, so the social policy is of 
vital importance there. The sharpest social problem is medical treatment. Being a 
developing country India faces financial and transport problems while trying to provide 
medical supplies to each of its citizens. Besides, warm climate conducive for epidemics 
and low hygiene culture in the countryside make the situation more complicated. That is 
why the Indian government has created a special medical council (Medical Council of 
India) where traditional and non-traditional doctors consult about the main threats and 
medical problems. The report is to tell about the unconventional approach to medicine in 
India and homoeopathy in particular. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Криштоф Елена Михайловна 
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Spivakov Nikita/ Спиваков Никита 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
The issue of trust in the context of social development in India / Проблема доверия 
в контексте общественного развития Индии 
The annual research “Edelman Trust Barometer” in 2018 published data on the trust level 
in the largest countries. Surprisingly, India was one of the states	 in this rating that took 
the leading place by all indicators with people there trusting business and the media as 
well as their government. This phenomenon is connected with the paradoxical nature of 
modern Indian society development, which, while preserving the archaic caste system 
and enormous social inequality, demonstrates high rates of economic growth. This trend 
is extremely important because good relations between decision-makers and public 
figures as well as between the civil society and the government are essential 
preconditions for social development. That is why this study is an attempt to analyze how 
traditional social structures and symbols, combined with elements of modernization, 
create a huge capital of trust. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна 
 
Zhdanova Anna, Bakina Marina/ Жданова Анна, Бакина Марина 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
An analysis of Singaporean environmental politics: ecological problems and the 
ways to address them/ Анализ природоохранной политики Сингапура: 
экологические проблемы и пути их решения  
Nowadays Singapore is facing great ecological problems. It has to pay for enormous 
technological developments that have a negative impact on the environment. Ecological 
issues are of major concern for developed countries, therefore Singapore is now 
implementing cutting-edge methods and high-end tools. The experience might well save 
the world. This report describes the current ecological situation in Singapore, with 
considerable attention on prevailing problems. Moreover, the authors list specific 
measures used to solve the tasks. Finally, a conclusion is made whether it is both possible 
and worthwhile to apply such innovative techniques across the world. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 
Golubtsova Darya/ Голубцова Дарья 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
Political cartoon as an expression of political attitudes in modern English-language 
mass media/ Политическая карикатура как выражение политических взглядов 
в современных англоязычных СМИ  
Nowadays mass media plays a great role in the perception of political agenda. Political 
cartoon is one of the most popular and interesting methods of reflecting daily events. The 
media therefore cleverly use such practices. British and American editions are of 
particular interest. The author uses such magazines as The Guardian, The Time, The 
Week, The Economist UK, The Economist USA, Newsweek International and The Daily 
Telegraph to analyze political cartoons and compare them. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Криштоф Елена Михайловна 
 
Safoshkina Elizaveta/ Сафошкина Елизавета  
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
Street art as a form of political activity in the UK / Стрит-арт как форма 
политической активности в Великобритании 
In the resent fifty years, Street art has become one of the essential parts of urban culture 
in many world major cities. At the same time, works of arts created within this direction 
of the Contemporary arts, have also become the specific means of expression and 
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transmission of citizens’ political views and orientations, especially the protest ones. 
Using the example of the works of the most famous British street artists – Banksy and 
Robbo – the author tries to retrace an evolution of Street art in the UK: from the stage of 
being something marginal to the phase of transformation into a considerable form of 
political activity. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Криштоф Елена Михайловна 
 

Секция №6  
19 марта 2019 г.,   

1 Гуманитарный корпус, ауд. 666 
14.45-16.15 

 
Ведущие: Смагина Юлия и Полыньков Артём 

 
Yurgens Maria, Matyukhina Elena / Юргенс Мария, Матюхина Елена 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
The difference between assisted suicide and euthanasia as a 21st-century problem/ 
Отличие между суицидом с врачебного разрешения и эвтаназией как 
проблема 21 века 
Euthanasia is the practice of intentionally ending a life to relieve pain and suffering. 
There are different euthanasia laws in each country, which confirms the relevance of the 
topic. The report dwells upon the «good sides» of euthanasia considering its practical aim 
to help people to relive their suffering and pain. The British House of Lords Select 
Committee on Medical Ethics defines euthanasia as "a deliberate intervention undertaken 
with the express intention of ending a life, to relieve intractable suffering». West's 
Encyclopedia of American Law states that "a 'mercy killing' or euthanasia is generally 
considered to be a criminal homicide" and is normally used as a synonym of homicide 
committed at a request made by the patient. So where is the key in this debate? A relief or 
still a doctor-approved suicide? The report attempts to answer these questions.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна  
 
Usikova Ekaterina, Sazhin Dmitry/ Усикова Екатерина, Сажин Дмитрий 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
National youth policy in the UK: the main trends and results / Государственная 
молодежная политика Великобритании: основные тенденции и результаты 
The United Kingdom is comprised of England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland. 
Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales have ’devolved administrations’, through which 
responsibility for a range of issues, including youth policy, is devolved to the legislatures 
of these countries. All four nations have recently developed new youth work strategies. In 
England, this has been underpinned by recent legislation. The Children Act 2004 
provides the framework for youth policy in England, seeking to provide a new approach 
to the well-being of children and young people. Еvery young person is to have the 
support they need to be healthy, stay safe, enjoy and achieve, make a positive 
contribution, and achieve economic well-being. These five outcomes underpin all aspects 
of government policy relating to children and young people. In The United Kingdom the 
Children and Young People’s Unit was set up within the government to ensure that the 
rights and needs of children and young people are given a high priority. It is also an 
important step for developing youth policy. The report considers all of the above aspects 
in detail.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна 
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Antonov Roman, Vakulyuk Elizaveta / Антонов Роман, Вакулюк Елизавета 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
Comparative analysis of migration policies of the USA, Great Britain and Australia 
as factors in political life / Сравнительный анализ миграционной политики 
США, Великобритании и Австралии как фактора политической жизни 
According to the numbers provided by the UN, there are more than 200 million 
immigrants in various parts of the world, from America to Japan. How should we analyze 
and assess this fact? Are we facing a new Migration Period? Is it possible that this 
phenomenon is characteristic of the end of the 20th and the beginning of the 21st 
centuries? How should we deal with difficulties caused by migrant waves? The report 
considers the theoretical aspect of the refugee concept. It focuses on the issue of 
tightening migration policies in the USA, Great Britain and Australia viewed as their 
attempts to solve this problem by isolating themselves from the flows of refugees. The 
authors of the study try to identify the prerequisites for the migrant phenomenon in these 
states and seek to find answers to the above questions. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна 
 
Rudoy Petr/ Рудой Петр 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
The differences between Anglo-American and Continental legal systems/ Отличия 
между англо-американской и континентальной правовыми системами 
Every country has its own legislation. However, legislations of some states can be united 
in special groups – legal systems or legal families such as Anglo-American, Continental, 
Muslim, Customary, etc. The first two of these are the most widespread in the world and 
the only ones in the Western world.  In this work, we shall research how and why Anglo-
American and Continental legal systems differ from each other and how the features of 
the Anglo-American system affect the English-speaking countries’ legal environment.	
Консультант по английскому языку: Криштоф Елена Михайловна 
 
Alieva Liya, Kondrateva Anna/ Алиева Лия, Кондратьева Анна 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
U.S. and Cuba; A love-hate relationship (1950 – today)/ Антагонистические 
отношения Кубы и Соединенных Штатов (с 1950 г. по настоящее время) 
The U.S.-Cuba relationship has been plagued by distrust since 1959, the year Fidel 
Castro overthrew a U.S.-backed regime in Havana and established a socialist state 
allied with the Soviet Union. During the half century that followed, successive U.S. 
administrations pursued policies intended to isolate the island country economically 
and diplomatically. Presidents Barack Obama and Raul Castro took some 
extraordinary steps to normalize bilateral relations. However, President Donald J. 
Trump has reversed some of his predecessor’s policies, and some observers expect 
that his administration will only become more confrontational with Cuba. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна  
 
Firsanov Danil / Фирсанов Данил 
Faculty of Political Science / Факультет политологии 
Cargo cult and its political and philosophical meaning / Культ карго и его 
политико-философское значение 
Great wars and conflicts change many things around us. These things are not only 
material, but ideological, too. The Second World War in this sense was a period of a 
complete transformation of the world system and its philosophy. Many third-world 
nations, which had been unaffected before, came to be exposed to the influence of 
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modern countries. This disclosure caused different effects in their cultures. One of the 
most striking examples was a cargo cult followed by many Melanesian people. During 
the Second World War, their islands played the role of US marine and air bases. The 
cargo cult followers deified cargo that was delivered and dropped by American planes. 
Why did it happen? Why were American planes considered gods? The answer to these 
questions is the purpose of this research. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Криштоф Елена Михайловна 
 

Секция №7  
19 марта 2019 г.,  

1 Гуманитарный корпус, ауд. 652 
16.30-18.00 

 
 
Zheleznyakov Denis, Ponomareva Galina/ Железняков Денис, Пономарева 
Галина 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
National and cultural specifics of sports games in England/ Национально-
культурная специфика спортивных игр Англии 
Sport has always been an integral part of any culture. It is impossible to imagine Russia 
without hockey and other winter sports, Australia without Rugby, and the UK without 
football. In our report, we will consider the national and cultural specifics of the English 
sports games, highlight their rules and historical origins, analyse the reasons of their 
popularity in modern England. Sports games are a vivid reflection of the cultural 
component of any country and we will prove it. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Панькина Юлия Анатольевна 
 
Khavronenko Maxim, Igoshina Polina/ Хавроненко Максим, Игошина Полина  
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
The global food waste “scandal” of developed countries/ Глобальный пищевой 
«скандал» развитых стран 
The paper examines the global food waste scandal in today’s world, that is to say, the 
great problem that combines a wide range of environmental issues. Nowadays we are 
reaching the ecological limits that our planet can bear, but we still keep chopping down 
forests, extracting water from depleting water reserves to grow more and more food, and 
then just to throw away so much of it even if it’s still eatable. The science project 
analyses the causes and the potential outcomes of this situation. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Мурза Александра Борисовна 
 
Rakhmankulova Zarina, Seyfullaeva Shems / Рахманкулова Зарина, 
Сейфуллаева Шемс 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
Metamodernism in politics/ Метамодернизм в политике 
The report is devoted to the problem of changes happening in the policy passing from the 
state of postmodernism to the state of metamodernism in recent years. In political terms, 
metamodernism necessarily represents simply what ‘needs to be done’ to solve the global 
crisis: social transformation to a permaculture ecology, a steady state economy, and the 
empowerment of secular humanist global civil society. The definitive policy objectives 
include: clean energy, demilitarization, universal basic income, universal health care/ 
drug legalization, universal education, human rights, and so on… TATO’s abstract 
objective is thus to normalize functional socialism, not to mention put war out of 
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business. As a result of the conducted research the conclusion was formed: 
metamodernism is the peaceful release of tension compelled by a broad consensus on 
truth, and to overturn the status-quo that is blocking that truth. While the inconclusive 
character of postmodernism was figuratively a ‘work-in-progress’, metamodernism is 
explicitly working on progress, pledged to the reconstruction of society. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Панькина Юлия Анатольевна 
 
Borisova Veronika, Kurdynko Anastasia/ Борисова Вероника, Курдынко 
Анастасия 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
United States of America as an icon of modern tolerance/ Соединенные штаты 
Америки как образец современной толерантности 
Nowadays the United States of America are considered to be the country where tolerance 
is a widespread issue. It has a huge influence on politics, mass media, cinema, the 
Internet and makes people behave in a particular way. It therefore often appears to be the 
reason for many famous scandals. In our paper we are going to investigate into the issue 
and touch upon its positive and negative aspects. The paper will also touch upon the 
impact of tolerance on the American society.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Цинпаева Разият Шамиловна  
 
Pletneva Anastasia/ Плетнева Анастасия 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
Who is Uncle Sam? Studying symbols of United States of America / Кто такой Дядя 
Сэм? Символы Соединенных Штатов Америки 
This research analyzes the main symbols of the USA like bald eagle, Uncle Sam, apple 
pie and others. Nevertheless, I will sort out special features of these symbols which affect 
the life of American people. As a result, there will be a conclusion at the end of my work 
which will show that the symbols are the essential part of American culture. 
Ведущий преподаватель по английскому языку: Мурза Александра Борисовна 
 

Секция №8  
21 марта 2019 г.,  

1 Гуманитарный корпус, ауд. 652 
09.00-10.30 

 
Ведущий: Илюхина Александра 

 
Varbanskiy Igor, Chebaturova Sofia / Варбанский Игорь, Чебатурова Софья 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
"What did the Ghost say?": people’s faith in the supernatural and its influence on 
social and political life/ «Что сказал призрак?»: влияние веры людей в 
сверхъестественные явления на социальную и политическую жизнь 
The report deals with the paranormal phenomenon and with the fact how how faith in the 
supernatural influences the political and social life of citizens of the United States. The 
report is based on a very strange video made in an abandoned mine near Sacramento 
(California), materials such as interviews with the so-called “Gost Hunts” and flocks 
from some scientific journals, such as Skeptic were also used. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Панькина Юлия Анатольевна 
 
Geraskin Ilia, Gorobets Vladimir/ Гераскин Илья, Горобец Владимир  
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
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American cinema as cultural diplomacy: Hollywood as a tool to popularize 
American ideas around the world/ Американский кинематограф как вид 
культурной дипломатии: Голливуд как инструмент популяризации 
американских идей в мировом масштабе 
A byword for the American dream, Hollywood serves to extol the virtues of the 
American way of life, promotes major industrial products, builds and reinforces a 
positive national image. This report tries to look at the ideological influence of 
Hollywood on movies the world over. The purposes of this report are:  
1. To examine the ideas of the so-called American dream to point out their value for this 
study; 
2. To point out the main reasons for the popularity of American culture in modern 
society; 
3. To compare attitudes towards film production in America and other countries; 
4. To reveal the factor of state support of the film industry in the United States; 
5. To consider certain films and specific directors who have made a huge contribution to 
the cinema. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна  
 
Goncharenko Yan / Гончаренко Ян 
Faculty of Public Administration/ Факультет государственного управления 
Political crisis in the USA: reflection in public opinion / Политический кризис в 
США: отражение в общественном мнении 
Now in the US we can observe a fierce struggle between President Trump and 
conservative Republicans, on the one hand, and Democrats, on the other. Both political 
groups are supported by certain groups of the economic elite and the population. At the 
end of 2018 debates over the construction of the wall on the border with Mexico resulted 
in the longest US government shutdown in history, and the problem is still not sorted out. 
We will explore how this crisis, the latest shutdown and the construction of the wall were 
perceived by the public. 
Консультант по английскому языку: преподаватель Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 
Safarov Timur/ Сафаров Тимур 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
The U.S.’s withdrawal from INF treaty: Is the repetition of the Cuban missile crisis 
real?/ Выход США из ДРСМД: возможно ли повторение Карибского кризиса? 
The intermediate-range Nuclear Forces Treaty signed in 1987 became the basis for 
modern nuclear non-proliferation regime. Being the main participants of nuclear control, 
Russia and the U.S. have long had mutual claims on the grounds of breaching the 
contract. Today political scientists warn that the U.S. decision to exit the Treaty is the 
next step in the global arms race. Is that the case? Who is to blame for the situation? Is 
this problem as dangerous as we think, and how to prevent the world from a new 
collision? This report attempts to answer these questions. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна 
 
Khatkevich Alexandra / Хаткевич Александра  
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
Henry Kissinger: the theory and practice of realpolitik/ Генри Киссинджер: 
теория и практика реальной политики 
Henry Kissinger took an active part in the main processes of world politics of the 20th 
century that laid the groundwork for the modern world order. The specificity of 
Kissinger's activities is in his commitment to realpolitik. Kissinger’s contribution to the 
theoretical conceptualization of international relations and the analysis of the balance of 
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power on the world stage, including the modern one, is great. This confirms the relevance 
of the research. The novelty and the aim of the work are related to comparing the 
theoretical positions and practical actions of Kissinger regarding several important 
international political processes and characterizing them as examples of realpolitik. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна 
 
Shcherbakova Mary/ Щербакова Мария  
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
Philosophical and political bases of Trotsky’s papers during his years of 
immigration in the UK and the USA/ Философские и политические основания 
работ Троцкого во время иммиграции (Великобритания и США) 
The theoretical basis for the Russian revolution was made by several people during 
centuries yet the hardest thing was to develop a plan and implement these ideas. Trotsky 
was one of those who had a great influence on this process. This report aims to analyze 
his philosophical ideas, which were generated and expressed during the period of 
emigration in Europe and the USA. The purpose of this report is: 
1) To describe the political situation in the UK and the USA during that period; 
2) To show how Trotsky’s ideas were transformed during his years of immigration; 
3) To study Trotsky’s philosophical ideas about the state and revolution.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна 

 
Секция №9  

21 марта 2019 г.,  
1 Гуманитарный корпус, ауд. 652 

10.45-12.30 
 

Ведущий: Илюхина Александра 
 
Badalova Marina, Eruslanova Veronika/ Бадалова Марина, Ерусланова 
Вероника  
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
British diplomacy in 2014-2018/ Британская дипломатия в 2014-2018 г.г. 
The report focuses on British diplomacy in 2014-2018. The aim of the report is to analyze 
international politics of the UK, its relations with Russia and some other countries. In the 
presentation, the authors discuss the British influence on world politics. Moreover, the 
report considers the Scripal case as the most discussed issue that has caused much discord 
and negative statements about Russia and its connection to this issue. Furthermore, the 
authors try to estimate the foreign policy of the UK and its pressure on other countries. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна 
 
Kartunova Angelina/ Картунова Ангелина 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
Reasons behind the growth in popularity of Irish culture in the modern world/ 
Причины роста популярности ирландской культуры в современном мире 
The modern world is experiencing a growing interest in the Irish culture. Heroes of Celtic 
myths appear more and more often on television screens and in comics, and Irish musical 
motifs are now heard in many modern musical hits. The Irish national and ethnic identity 
is experiencing severe changes, which positively affects the process of popularization of 
Irish culture in the world. Irish culture is in the state of renaissance, it serves as a source 
of inspiration for products of mass culture. Ireland with its changing national and ethnic 
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identity has been an object of cultural interest for the public for over twenty years. The 
purposes of this report are: 
1) To examine the ideas of national and ethnic identity to point out their value to this 
study; 
2) To identify the main reasons and trends of Irish national identity change;  
3) To study the cultural phenomenon of the “Celtic tiger” and compare it to the 
factors that helped to stabilize Ireland since the 1990s; 
4) To reveal the reasons for the growth in the international popularity of Irish culture 
through the “Celtic tiger” phenomenon; 
5) To study the formation of Irish cultural “calling cards” and to explain their 
popularity. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна 
 
Makushin Alexey, Sukiasyan Daniil /Макушин Алексей, Сукиасян Даниил  
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
Theological education in England: its history, state and relevance in the modern 
world/ Теологическое образование в Англии: история, современное состояние 
и актуальность 
Theology was once the only subject that one could expect to study in Middle-Age 
European universities which, however, in the Industrial and Modern Ages lost its 
importance and gradually died down. Now, though, due to the rise of religious extremism 
and religiously-motivated violence, theology is reemerging as a relevant and important 
subject of study. In England, theological education has a rich history, which continues to 
this day in leading universities and small seminaries alike.  
The purpose of this report is to: 
1) To give a brief introduction into the rich history of theological education in 
England; 
2) To analyze the modern state of theological education in England; 
3) To examine the causes of the resurgence and growing relevance of theology and 
theological education in England; 
4) To make a prediction on the future of theological education in England. 
 
Volkova Alexandra/ Волкова Александра 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
Non-traditional methods of solving ecological problems; A case study of Singapore/ 
Нетрадиционные методы решения экологических проблем в Сингапуре 
The report is devoted to the issue of ecological problems, which are known to occupy an 
important place in the 21st century. Since 1965 Singapore has organized different 
innovative summits in search of new solutions which allowed it to become one of the 
most developed and environmentally sound state. The author addresses some of the 
examples of successful actions, taken to protect the environment in the country. Among 
effective solutions the author mentions the creation of «robot-swans» to control water 
pollution, a modern way of clearing water, effective recycling and city-farming for 
cultivation of greens in Singapore. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 
Sokhan’ Mikhail/ Сохань Михаил  
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
The issue of flooding in populated areas around the Pacific Ocean/ Проблема 
затопления населенных территорий в Тихом Океане 
Imagine yourself at the bottom of huge hourglass. Every second a little grain of sand falls 
on your hair or behind you. One day you will be covered by a thick layer of sand and you 
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will not be able to take a breath. The inhabitants of several islands in the Pacific Ocean 
have a similar feeling. According to some geographers, such English-speaking countries 
like Kiribati, Tuvalu, Nauru and Marshall Islands will be flooded in the next 50-300 
years.  The report shows why urgent measures are necessary to save people in those 
regions. 
 

Секция №10  
21 марта 2019 г.,  

1 Гуманитарный корпус, ауд. 652 
13.00-14.30 

 
Ведущие: Смагина Юлия и Полыньков Артем 

 
Eremin Vladislav / Еремин Владислав 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
S. Huntington’s theory of revolutions; Modernization through revolution/ Теория 
революций С. Хантингтона – модернизация посредством революции 
The work considers key points of S. Huntington’s theory of revolutions. Such as the 
assertion that the phenomenon of revolutions exists only in transitional societies. 
Furthermore, the work examines three phases of revolutions, which S. Huntington singles 
out — weakening the old regime; mobilizing new groups into politics and creating new 
institutions; violent overthrow of the political institutions of the old regime. Depending 
on the order of three phases the scientist identifies two models of revolutions — the West 
and the East. S. Huntington’s theory is analyzed in the context of other alternative 
theories. The work considers advantages and disadvantages of S. Huntington’s approach. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 
Ravkina Anna, Yutal Maria/ Равкина Анна, Юталь Мария 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
The Hollywood Renaissance and its influence on the contemporary American film 
industry/ «Голливудский ренессанс» и его влияние на современную 
американскую киноиндустрию 
What is Hollywood nowadays? Is it an immense commercial project? A factory of 
dreams? A place of power? In our talk we are going to discuss a movement in the 
American film industry usually known as “New Hollywood” or “the Hollywood 
Renaissance”. It was a turning point in American film-making that shaped the 
contemporary image of Hollywood. Our goal is to investigate how moral boarders in 
movies were broadened and what effect it had on society and its ethics. Via examining 
trends in mass culture we are going to portray a contemporary human with his vices and 
virtues, the society based on consumption and the so called modern ethics. This study 
will help us to answer the intriguing question: should art (if we assume that film-making 
is art) be restricted by ethics?  
Консультант по английскому языку: Криштоф Елена Михайловна 
 
Yarovaya Irina/ Яровая Ирина 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
US historical policy and the transformation of society’s ideological foundations/ 
Историческая политика Соединённых Штатов Америки и трансформация 
идеологических основ общества 
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The report is devoted to the research of changes in the ideological foundations of 
American society in a historical retrospective. Thus, the author identifies three main 
stages in the development of the American society and its ideology. At the first stage, 
before the beginning of the twentieth century, the memory about contradictions between 
confessions, conflicts during the Civil War and social upheavals on the eve of 1914 was 
strong. The second stage of social development began with the entry of the United States 
into the First World War. The war united American citizens, smoothed out contradictions 
and spawned the new “melting-pot” ideology. After the Second World War, the third type 
of ideology appeared together with the process of democratization of society – the 
ideology of “salad bowl”. All these processes are reflected not only in the scientific 
literature, but also in the cinema, in school textbooks and in the literature.  
Ведущий преподаватель: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна 
 
Zaika Sofia/ Заика Софья 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
Music in political discourse; A case study of Canada’s national anthem/ Музыка в 
политическом дискурсе на примере национального гимна Канады 
Like all semiotic systems, sound and music have their own specific characteristics, which 
can be used in special ways. Scholars have argued that music has a special kind of power 
as a carrier of collective memory and tradition, functioning more in emotional and even 
physical sense. This report introduces the Multimodal Critical Discourse Analysis 
(MCDA) and describes some features of this approach. It then proceeds to apply these 
ideas to Canada's national anthem by analyzing the lyrics and considering how the key 
ideas are conveyed through the sound. 
Ведущий преподаватель по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна 
 
Kostomarova Alena, Kotelnikov Anton/ Костомарова Алена, Котельников Антон 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
The issue of French-Canadian nationalism/ Проблема франко-канадского 
национализма 
In the framework of this report, the main aspects of French-Canadian nationalism, which 
is the most acute problem, are considered. It is important to study the history of this 
dominion in Canada, the history of discrimination there, as well as to analyze the 
oppression experienced by the Franco-Canadians. The subject is of particular scientific 
relevance, as the separatism issue is gaining momentum in the world.  
Консультант по английскому языку: Яковлева Ирина Олеговна 
 

Секция №11  
21 марта 2019 г.,  

1 Гуманитарный корпус, ауд. 652 
14.45-16.15 

 
Ведущий: Шуранова Дарья 

 
Nesterov Gleb/ Нестеров Глеб 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
How politics can impact a language; A case study of Scottish Gaelic/ Влияние 
политики на язык на примере шотландского языка 
One of the most important questions of multinational states is the issue of national 
languages. Very often the culture of the so-called titular nation dominates in the given 
state and prevails over the culture of small nations. This leads to an actual scarcity of 
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culture and the extinction of the language of national minorities. Politics as the sphere of 
interaction among people certainly affects the language processes. The people in a 
weaker political position, consequently, lose their cultural and linguistic influence trying 
to survive in the conditions of the domination of another nation. This research is aimed at 
considering ways of political influence on language and the consequences that such a 
policy leads to. Scottish Gaelic or the Scots Gaelic language is taken as an example, the 
history of which is a good historical case in the light of the issues of the position of 
national languages and the influence of the political sphere on their existence. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 
Platonova Anastasia/ Платонова Анастасия 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
Media on the Internet; A case study of the UK experience/ Средства массовой 
информации в интернете: зарубежный опыт на примере Великобритании 
It is no secret that information in modern society is given a significant place. Due to the 
growing capabilities of the media, information reaches the consumer at a very high speed. 
It is replicated many times and is actively embedded in the consciousness of the masses. 
The research is based on the example of various popular British media. The report 
considers why the Internet media at the moment have practically supplanted newspaper 
sources, how and why the media form public values and opinions. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Криштоф Елена Михайловна 
 
Golovkova Anastaiya, Oborin Maxim/ Головкова Анастасия, Оборин Максим 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
India’s ecological situation and the country's strategy to improve it/ 
Экологический вопрос Индии и стратегия его решения 
Over the past twenty years such matters as environmental crisis, global warming and 
climate change have been placed on the agenda in almost all countries. In the modern 
world solution to the environmental problems is one of the key issues in the policy of not 
only developed but also developing countries. 
According to recent data India accounts for the largest share of carbon emissions among 
developing countries (about one third of global carbon emissions), and many experts 
predict that by 2050 this figure will increase to 45%. Hence, at the present stage, the 
country is facing particularly many challenges related to ecology and climate change. 
This paper presents an analysis of India's strategy to improve the current environmental 
situation. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Цинпаева Разият Шамиловна 
 
Martynova Uliana, Slepikhina Ksenia/ Мартынова Ульяна, Слепихина Ксения 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
Effective drug policy: decriminalization experience and the possibility of its 
application in the Russian Federation/ Эффективная наркополитика: опыт 
декриминализации и возможность его применения в Российской Федерации 
Currently, decriminalization policy as a process which reduces the sentence for crimes 
connected with drugs still remains an issue. A lot of politicians and political scientists 
consider it to be one of the most urgent and disputed problems: how effective is it? 
However, the experience of Western Europe and Northern America shows irrefutable 
benefits of decriminalization. Our report will objectively estimate all the strengths and 
weaknesses of this controversial process and consider the possibility of its application in 
the Russian Federation. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Мурза Александра Борисовна. 
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Chetverikova Daria, Andreychikova Elizaveta/ Четверикова Дарья, 
Андрейчикова Елизавета 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
The issue of mutual influence of art and consumer society in the USA/ Проблема 
взаимного влияния искусства и общества потребления в Америке 
The report presents a two-sided view of the relationship between contemporary art and 
consumer society in the modern world. This report tries to understand complicated 
relationship between art, artists and consumerism, by showing various examples of art 
works that represent the artists’ views on the issue of constantly increasing consumption 
and people being absolutely obsessed with consumption of goods. Also, the report is 
mainly focused on the USA, as the main driver of consumerist movement. In conclusion, 
this report proves that art market plays an important role in shaping consumer society and 
consumer choices of art dealers, museums and collectors. Moreover, it is stated, that art 
market is also a part of consumer society, as it is defined by the same main principles as 
the phenomenon of consumerism. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Сергиенко Полина Игоревна 
 

Секция №12  
21 марта 2019 г.,  

1 Гуманитарный корпус, ауд. 652 
16.30-18.00 

 
Ведущий: Билинкис Андрей 

 
Ivanov Igor / Иванов Игорь 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
Irish culture and its influence on American society/ Влияние ирландской 
культуры на американское общество 
Nowadays there are 27 million of Irish in USA. 33 000 000 of people identify themselves 
as descendants of Irish pioneers. For 300 years, unique Irish culture has been influencing 
the American society and had become an important part of the new cultural identity of 
USA’s citizens. This report analyzes the heritage of Irish immigrants in key cultural 
(cinematography, choreography, songs and literature ) and political (some special 
political preferences, which can be found in states with high percentage of Irish 
descendants) aspects of social life and finds some regularities, rooted in Irish traditions 
Консультант по английскому языку: Криштоф Елена Михайловна 
 
Tanov Nariman/ Танов Нариман 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
The impact of demographic trends on modern world order/ Влияние 
демографических тенденций на современный мировой порядок 
The onset of the 21st century marked the beginning of the new world order. The main 
factor in the new world order was the demographic trends that caused the coordinated 
revision of the long-established values and traditions. The demographic trends of 
modernity should be understood not only as the birth rate and mortality, but also as the 
migration phenomenon, globalization and socio-economic problems of our time. These 
events forced the world community to look at the acute and urgent problems of modernity 
from a new angle and try to predict the future fate of humanity, our planet and all 
civilizations. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Криштоф Елена Михайловна 
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Lavrenchuk Artem/ Лавренчук Артем 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
David Copperfield as a unique television project of the 20th century/ Дэвид 
Копперфильд как уникальный телевизионный проект XX века 
This report concentrates on a great man, a great magician, who, thanks to his tricks, has 
been able to unite the whole world. He has made us watch his shows and has become the 
best-selling artist in the world, he has sold tickets for his performances, more than 
Michael Jackson himself. The purpose of the talk is to show how the program with the 
illusions of D. Copperfield has influenced television. As a result of the study, we will see 
that David Copperfield project is one of the most successful and unique in the world. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Панькина Юлия Александровна 
 
Romanova Daria / Романова Дарья  
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
American transnational corporations as the ‘fifth power’/ Транснациональные 
корпорации США как «пятая власть»  
Since the late 1990s American transnational corporations have played an increasingly 
important role in international economy. The result has been a growing influence on 
world politics, which can be viewed as a new phenomenon that has led some scholars to 
speak about the ‘fifth power’ in the system of government. The most important part of 
this phenomenon is the emergence of qualitatively new actors in the global political field 
- the so-called ‘non-state actors of world politics’ who operate as economies in their own 
right. Analyzing their own special corporate methods, the report tries to estimate the 
impact of their influence on global politics. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Перцев Евгений Михайлович 
 
Stepanova Alexandra/ Степанова Александра 
Faculty of Political Science/ Факультет политологии 
A comparative analysis of Marine Le Pen’s image in the United States, France and 
Russia/ Сравнительный анализ образа Марин Ле Пен в США, Франции и 
России 
The report is devoted to the comparative analysis of the image of the French politician 
Marine Le Pen, formed by the media of three states - France, Russia and the United 
States. For the analysis, the profiling method is used and translations of the same speech 
in different information sources are considered. It is interesting that the speech of the 
politician in the original may be characterized as energetic, and in translation, it is already 
called shocking or even aggressive. And the speech itself is also often translated in such a 
way that its meaning changes completely. In the course of the study it was revealed that 
the images of Marine Le Pen in the United States and in Russia correspond to her opinion 
and feedback about these countries. For example, if Marine Le Pen criticizes the policy of 
the United States, then the American media criticize this politician and translate her 
speech, changing the meaning of the phrases in many ways. And in France, the created 
image depends on which media they use - pro-government or opposition. 
Консультант по английскому языку: Панькина Юлия Александровна 
 
 

 
 


